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       I do believe that the Iranians are a good neighbour. The Iranians have
supported the people of Yemen. 
~Mohammad Marandi

Post World War II America draws a great deal of interest, but the
students also seem to know quite a bit about American exceptionalism
and its historical roots. 
~Mohammad Marandi

By dehumanizing others, among many other things, these people are
also aiding the neocons and other forces of darkness to justify more
war, more suffering, and more destruction. 
~Mohammad Marandi

I was born in the U.S. Why should anyone who has an unfavorable
view of the American government renounce his or her citizenship? Why
don't its supporters relinquish their citizenship first? 
~Mohammad Marandi

I think there is a general interest in films that deal with contemporary
issues. Constructions of Iran, Islam, the Middle East as well as the U.S.
itself are also of interest, it seems. 
~Mohammad Marandi

One topic which often brings liberals and conservatives together in the
U.S. is Iran. There is a general consensus that the Revolution was the
embodiment of backwardness and barbarism. 
~Mohammad Marandi

Americans should know that Iranians are just as decent, human and
rational as other human beings. Sadly, the mainstream media in the
U.S. regularly fails to recognize and reflect this. 
~Mohammad Marandi
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